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Ultrasound features of Lung Covid 19  
Dr R Beese, Consultant Radiologist ,Kings College Hospital and BMUS council. 

Dr S Sasikumar, Respiratory Consultant, Queen Elizabeth, Woolwich  

 

There is a thickened visceral pleural and B 

lines which extend ,the full depth of the image.  

Ultrasound of normal lung longitudinal image  

B lines 

The B lines are a result of thickened lobar and intra lobar septa of an interstitial 

process. Other findings are subpleural fluid and soft tissue ( consolidation  ) 

The Italian experience :  1. Suggest longitudinal position of the probe across the ribs 

                                       2. Using a 3.5 MGHZ curvilinear probe for maximum depth    

Ultrasound 

Initial work on patients in China suggests that lung ultrasound may be useful in 

the evaluation of critically ill COVID-19 patients 55. The following patterns 

have been observed, tending to have a bilateral and posterobasal predominance: 

multiple B-lines 

ranging from focal to diffuse with spared areas 64 

representing thickened subpleural interlobular septa 

irregular, thickened pleural line with scattered discontinuities 63 

subpleural consolidations 

can be associated with a discrete, localised pleural effusion 

relatively avascular with colour flow Doppler interrogation 

pneumonic consolidation typically associated with preservation of 

flow or hyperaemia 65 

alveolar consolidation 

tissue-like appearance with dynamic and static air bronchograms 

associated with severe, progressive disease  

restitution of aeration during recovery 

reappearance of bilateral A-lines 

Peripheral ground glass shadowing can 

be seen on ultrasound    
Central ground glass will not be seen on 

Ultrasound 

Ultrasound can be used as a rule in of early lung Covid, not detected 

on CXR.   

Ultrasound cannot rule out more central consolidation of Covid.  

For more information and guidance  : https://www.bmus.org/policies-statements-

guidelines/professional-guidance/covid-19-lung-ultrasound/  

Early lung Covid 19 can be difficult to detect on chest X-ray due to the 

pathology being peripheral , interstitial and ground glass shadowing. 

 

Chest X-ray is insensitive to pathology behind the diaphragms and heart. 

 

Can ultrasound be of use ? 

https://radiopaedia.org/articles/bedside-lung-ultrasound-in-emergency-approach?lang=gb
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/b-line-ultrasound?lang=gb
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/b-line-ultrasound?lang=gb
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/b-line-ultrasound?lang=gb
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/color-flow-doppler-ultrasound?lang=gb
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/air-bronchogram?lang=gb
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/a-line-ultrasound?lang=gb
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/a-line-ultrasound?lang=gb
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/a-line-ultrasound?lang=gb
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